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Innovations

•  Many languages, 1 Methodology, 1 City
•  “Special” context: a city where multilingualism is 

the norm
–  Does this mean less pressure to switch?
–  Does the complexity mean more pressure to switch?
–  Does this mean more languages for contact?

•  Sharing data across languages, fields, the 
public
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•  Korean
•  Russian
•  Italian 
•  Faetar
•  Greek? Ukrainian? Urdu? Cantonese Serbo-

Croatian? Estonian? Tagalog?

Languages we’ll look at



Theoretical Questions



Methods

1.  Establish communities of interest
2.  Interview & record speakers
3.  Transcribe.
4.  Analyze variables within each language
5.  Compare trends across languages
6.  Develop a generalized framework



1. Establish communities of interest
•  Language selection

– Different histories
– Different language types
– Our linguistic expertise

•  Speaker selection
– Use fieldworkers’ networks
– Distribution by:
•  age
•  generation
•  class/education
•  sex
•  fluency ?



The Fluency Issue

•  to use for selecting a range of speakers?
•  or just to index them later?
•  Either way we need a metric.

– To avoid circularity
–  does speech rate work?
– what predictions do we have?



2. Interview & Record

•  Digital recording
•  Conversational Interview
•  Ethnicity and Language Questionnaire
•  Linguistically controlled elicitations



Ethnic Orientation Questionnaire�
(excerpt)

All responses 
to be 

quantified for 
comparisons



Ethnic Orientation Questionnaire�
Topics

•  Ethnic Identification
•  Language
•  Language Choice
•  Cultural Heritage
•  Parents
•  Partner
•  Culture
•  Discrimination



Enclave Status

•  [+ Enclave]
•  Oriented toward ethnic social networks, 

language, community activities
•  [- Enclave]

•  Fewer/weaker ties to ethnic group
•  More diverse social networks



3. Transcription

ELAN
makes 
time-
aligned 
transcript
ions 
--> 
Transcrip
tion can 
be broad



ELAN�

“ELAN is a professional tool for 
the creation of complex 

annotations on video and audio 
resources”�

www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/



4. Analysis - Language internal

•  Choose some variables
•  Mark/code what we need in more detail
•  Look at correlations to social characteristics of 

groups of speakers
•  after first “factoring out” linguistic factor effects



Korean
•  Variable

–  Laryngeal contrast in obstruents
•  Recent shift in Korea: merger of VOT between plain and aspirated 

stops phrase-initially --> f0 became the primary cue (cf. Silva 2006, 
Wright 2006, Park & Iverson 2008) 

•  Does Heritage Korean 
–  show a parallel development?
–  show an independent development (due to bilingualism with English, cf. 

Kang & Guion 2006) or not?

•  Method
–  VOT values sensitive to prosodic structure (Jun 1993, 1995): 

Prosody should be controlled to allow for direct comparison
•  sentence reading task (for those who can read) 
•  match NIKL data base

–  120 Seoul speakers balanced for gender & age
–  reading passages from novels

www.iub.edu/.../manual/
wsman157/wsman08.htm



NIKL database (2003) �
120 Seoul speakers balanced for gender & age, reading passages from novels 

(930 sentences in all)�
(Thanks to Pheba Ninan for her assistance with the acoustic analysis)
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Korean (continued)
•  Morpho-phonological alternations

–  Verb paradigms in American Korean: “” based on “intimate”-level 
ending (Choi 2003, Kang 2006)

–  Nouns in GTA Korean (Kang and Park, next session)  
•  Honorifics: Morphological & Lexical

–  Elaborate honorific system (cf. Sohn 2001)
•  E.g., different verb endings for 6 speech levels: deferential, polite, 

blunt, familiar, intimate, plain
–  Simplification reported in homeland Korean
–  Likely more so in Heritage Korean

•  Case marker drop, misplacement, doubling etc.
•  Anything else?



Variables: Cross-linguistic
•  Looking for possibility of English-contact influence across all languages
•  Some ideas are:

–  Phonetic
•  VOT

–  Phonological
•  Word-final C deletion - universal? Compare conditioning factors to Home 

Country variety.
–  Morphological

•  Case and gender marking
•  Pro-drop  (Variable null subject presence)

–  Syntactic
•  Word order

–  Lexical
•  tu/vous (deference/solidarity) distinctions
•  Use of borrowings from English, other
•  Use of archaic (in Home country variety) words

–  Other ideas?



Toronto Population by Mother Tongue �
(Non-Official Languages) �

Census of Canada 2001



Toronto by Ethnic Origin �
(Census of Canada 2001)

“not English” 



Retention of MT as Home Language �
in Ontario �
(King 1998: 407)


